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FoE3%lORD 

In Deoember ,y/y a meeting of representatives of Govement Departments. 

utilities and research organisations Was held to discuss methods of oalcnlation 

of atmospheric dispersion for radioactive releases. Those present agreed co the 
need l-or a revi*Y Of recent developments in atmospheric dispersion mode1Ling and 

an Expert Working Group was established ia order to facilitate the review. 

The members of the woacing Group *iioIl has proposed the model reported here 

were a.9 follows. 

IrrBHClake National Radiological Protection Board 
(Chaiman) 

Dr H M BpSimon Nuclear Power section, Imperial College 
of Science and Technology, London 

Dr C D Barker centreJ. Electricity Generating Board, 
Research Department, Berkeley Nuclear 
Laboratories, Berkeley 

Dr B E A Fisher Central Electricity Generating Board, 
Research Department, Central Electricity 
Reeeareh Laboratory, Leatherhead 

MS L s Flyer Utited Kingdom *tonic Energy authority, 
Safety and Reliability Directorate, 
Pisley 

Dr A w c Iceddie Department of xndu.&ly, warren Spricgj 
Iaboratoly, Stevenaqe 

Dr D J Moore Central Electricity Generating Board, 
Reseazeh Department, Central Electrioity 
Research IabomtorJr, Leatherhead 

DrFBSmith Ministry of Defence, Meteorological 
Office, Braclmell 

Dr J A Jones National Radiologiod Protection 3oe.r-d 
(Secretary) 

The main text of this report describes the proposed model: representative 

results exe presented which have been obtained by applying the model to a range 

of situations of interest in the UK. In addition there are three technical 

appendices which provide some of the rationale behind the decisions made in the 

pmposed model. These appendices have been contributed by individual members of 

the Working Group and are attributed to the cesponsible member. 

This report is the first of a series which will give practical gL8.a.noe on 

the estimation of the diepersia of radioactive releases in the atmosphere. Topics 

mder consideration by the Working Group for futvCe reports include buildiw 

entraiment, plume depletion and long-range dispersion, ie, dispersion up to 
several thousand kilometres fm the 8ouzce in both nome operation and accident 

situations. 



1. IETPRODUCTION 

fay material discharged into the atmosphere is carried along by the xid an5 

diispers*d by the action of turbulent aiffusion. In the vertical ai22ection the 

dispersion deepens the plum* -m&i tiie turbulent boundary lay&? is uiomiy 

filled. The boundary layer is of variable depth, being typicaliy come tens to 

hunbr-eds of metres deep at night and from hundreds to one or two thousand metres 

deep during the day. The depth is usually detexmineed by the thermal and dynamic 

energy available to maintain the turbulence (see Appendix A). Dn other oocasions 

it is limited by the presence of an "external" synoptically-iduced inversion, 

ie, a sharp'zise in temperatu'-e over several tens of metres tich suppresses 

vertical motions. Horizontally the dispersion process is unlimite6, and is 

effected by tubulence which bravs its energy not only from the same sou.rces as 
does the vertical turbulence, but also fmm the disturbing influences of large 

clouds, meteorological depressions and anticyclones, and the effects of mountads, 
slopes, cities, etc. In the remainder of this report the variations in the 
intensity of turbulence are reflected in +&at is called the stability of the 

atmosphere. 

The problem of predicting the distribution of airborne material released 

from a sou.erce is cornonly approached by solviw the diffusion-transpcrt equation. 

There is a range of models which have been aeveloped to solve the equation 

depending upon the simplify5ng asswnption.5 nade and boundary oonditions imposed. 

In this report consideration has been confined to those models for short and 

medium range dispersion (ie, less than 100 km from the source) which are avail- 
able and ftirly widely used within the DE. Recent reports have ccmpared the 

predictions fmm ewe of these models far a range of meteorclogicai 
wnditions(' ") and with a linited amount of experimental 6ata (3-E). 

On the bade of these comparisons, the model proposed for use in calculation 

of the dispersion of radioactive releases is the Gaussian Flume Diffusion Ho~%l. 
Other models exist which are considered to represent better the physical processes 

of tvrbulent diffusion in the atmoephere; for example, cloeur=e models of which 

eCdy-biffuivity modelsC7) are the simplest examples, but these have only a linited 
application in the "real time" estimation of the dispersion of radioactive material. 

Their main value lies in increasins the lmowledge of the physical processes 
involved and in proviCng data on the most likely behaviaur of the plume, which 

supplements and illrminates experimentally-determined data. These models, beiw 
ma-e complex, generally reqtire more computer time to obtain results end have not 

at present been developed 80 that the user may easily relate the values of 

parameters required by these computer models to readily measurable meteorological 

quantities. Moreover, the results obtained by Barker (1) end Jon*.@) da not 
provide evidence that the results of the more complex calculations on their own 

give either a sufficiently different result, or 2 greater confidence in the 



prediction of downwind concentration*, to war;e.nt the additional complexity and 

COST ta UGBTS. This is not too supdsiag since. in the development of parmeters 

for use in Gaussian plume models, results have be-n incorporated frm mme complex 

CalWJhtiOtlS. 

There is work currently being undertaken which may enable the more complex 

tz9nsport models to be related to easily mea-d meteorological parameters (8). 

!dowever, it is li!.cely that it will be severzl years before such a scheme has been 
developed, validated and expressed in a readily usable form. In addition 

meteorological dataamavailable far a iarge nmbe= of sites in this country, 
expressed in terns of a diffusion typing scheme applicable to tie Gaussian plune 

model. On the basis of such evidence the use of the Gaussian diffusion model 

appears walmntea, ta!&lg aCcoult of recent models developed for obta.inixIg the 
basic parameters used. 

Ihe models included hem apply si!aply ta the atmos>heric diffusion of a 
neutrally b3qmnt plume over land from am isolated stack for diistances mt greater 

then 100 km fmm the sauce , ymided that meteorological 2nd to?cgraphical 

conditions have remained constant durixg the travel time. The models have been 

chosen to be compatible with models tich will deal with dry and wet deposition, 

plume rise and entrainment of the effluents into the plume wake behind builhirgs. 

These topics ~5111 be considered in subsequent repol-ts by the Working Group. T!hc 
present re?oti describes the basio model on atmospheric dispersion. This model 

enables calculaticns to be performed far a range of atmospheric stabilities, tith 

allowance far the influence cf the duration of release ar.il the frictional drag of 

the underlying surface. Graphical results are included for shoti releases, defined 

as being of appraxinately half-an-hour's duration, together with radif@rs factom 

tich enable the release duxtion ta be extended for various tines us to 24 hours. 

In addition, graphical data are presented to facilitate the calculation of 

dilution for continuous releases. For these results ty-piotl values of parameters 

have been chosen so that the results represent the broad range of releases of 

interest in the nuclear industry-. 

2. TBE GAUSSIl.3 PLUME DTFCEIONMOE 

2.1 Basic formulation 

The model assumes that the dispersion of material is descrCbed by a Ga~ssia,, 

iistributim characterised by standard deviations, 0 and oz in the horizontal 

and ve*ical directions respectively. The basic equZtion using a Ge.u.ssian plume 
model for an elevated z&ease is as follows: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (!) 

tiere C = the air concentration (Bq me3) or its time integral (Bq 5 m3) 

-2- 



0 = release rate (Bq s-') 01 total mount released @q) 

u ,. = wind speed at 10 m above the grounc (m s-l) 
0% = standard deviation of the vertical Gaussian distribution (m) 

oy = standard deviation of the horizontal Gaussian distribution (n) 

i &ion& t1.e vii.: Listctic:. :a: 

y = Pectilinear co-ordinates 

z I 
cross-wind (In) 

ehove gmnmd (La) 
h = effective release height (9) 

me origin of the cc-ordinate system is at gmund level beneath the discharge 

paint. In the derivation of eqllation (1) it is assuned that diffusion in the x- 

direction, ie, in the direction of the wind, ca4 be ignored since for releases 

tich last a fiaite time the diffusive component is of negligible importance. 
Moreover, it is the time integsater3 concentra.tion tich is of primary interest. 

The choice of wind speed in equation (1) will now be discussed ti more detail. 

2.2 me choice Of wind meed 

The velocity of the wind in the boundary layer increases with increasing 

hei&t above the ground because the effect of the W or frictional foroes at 
the surface of the e&h diminishes with height; the initial rapi& increase in 
tid speed with hei&t Bives way ta a much slower increase .&thin a few tens of 

metres of the ground and eventually the "id velocity attains the ~ostrophic 01‘ 
free strsam value. For may practical purposes it has been convenient ta descrii?e 
the *Infile by a power law (‘5): 

u(z) = y. (z/10)” 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) 

where u(z) is the wind speed at height z and u,~ is th.? wind epeed at the 

reference height of 10 metree. The shape of the profile depends on n drich is a 
function of &ace roughness (ie, the physioal features, ,&ether natural or nm- 

a&e, on the surface of the earth) and, to some extent, atmospheric etability. 

In general, n till increaee with increasing surface mugimess and values of n 
whioh have been taken from Smith (9) are given in Table 1 for neutral amtiticms. 
It is seen in Table 1 that the dependence of n upcn atmospheric stability tich 

haas been discussed by SLeddie (6) and kma('O) has been ignored in the present work. 

In dispersion calculations the expression in equation (2) is comedy uned to 

calculate the vim3 speed at the height of the plume centre-line, 01 the mean wind 
apeed thmu& the depth of the plv,ne given the value of the VLnd speed at 10 metres. 

However, tile the “ink speed (u) increases, the latelal spread of the plme (Oy, 
decreases with increasing hei@ of the source above the ground. In the Gaussian 

dispersion model (equation (1)) the denominator contains the product of wind speed 

u and lateral spread (0,). For sti~?ifioation, the oy values which have been 
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derived fOT use with equa.tion (1) correspond with the use of the 10 m wind speed. 

herefore, when evaluating the concentratian from equation (1) the 10 r&E wind 

speed, u,o’ should be used. This pmoedure will give rise to an *moL‘ in the 

expanentialtersexp (- y2/20y2) for off-&s co*centrationS weil above tha gtvmd 

fO7 hi&ly clew.ted SOTzTeS. but the 011‘1r i2 aceep?ahl:r EIcBll 'n 311 cases. 

Equation (2) can be used to c~mect my mea-d wind speed from the heieflt of 

the instnrments to the reference hei@. 

2.3 Reflections from the Kcound and inversion 1wers 

When material is discharged fmm ul elevated source the plume till spread 

vertically until the lower part eventually reaches the ground. There is then a 

bar to downwards diffusion. The actual vertical distribution of activity is 

well represented by assrrming that the plume is reflected and effectively dispersed 

back up into the air as shown in Figure 1. This can be omsidered as a virtual 

source at a distance h below the ground. In this situation the air concentration 

at (x, y, 2) is given by: 

cc+, Y. 2) = 0. exp 4 
2n Yo Oz “y [ 1 
(+$] + *:,p& 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3) 

Imrenion conditions, which are positive temperature gradients in the lower 

levels of the atmosphere, oc~u at -in&z heights; where an inversion exists tke 

dispersed material would be tapped between this inversion and the gmund (see 
Figure 1). Reflections will occur, in this ease, both at the grand and at the 

tap of the mixing layer which is the inversion. In the absence of reflection 

the Gaussian plume would spread in a vertical plane to a size deteanined solely 
by 0% at the distance of interest. The effect of introducing multiple reflections 

is that the airborne ccncentration at the point of interests must be abmined by 

smatim of the contributions frm many virtual somces. The nmnber of 
contributions depends on the relative values of az and the depth cf the sixiw 

layer. The vertical hei&ts of the virtual sources oan be represented as 

z = l &.A * h (m = 0, 1, 2, 3....) 

where H is the depth of the miling layer. 
The concentration from this series of vi&u&t source8 decreases as m increases 

and, in general, sufficient accuracy is obtained if the series is truncated after 

the m = 1 term. The concentration distdbution cm then be expressed a8 
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CC% Y, 2) = Q Fh 2, A) 
2x u,c az uy 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) 

l +Q.&+Lq + +Lk@] + +iqq 

*............. (5) 

ALthou& experimental widence showe that the vertical distribution of 
tispersed materials will be non-Gaussian, these formulations enable the Gaussian 

model to precct measured gmund level cancentratians. 

When the value of the vertical dispersion coefficient a= becomes greater 
than the depth of the boundary layer, the vertical concentration distribution 

effectively becomes tifotiy distributed throu#mut the mi.xiw layer. The 

concentration is then given by 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6) 

The ooncentration given by equation (L) may be shown (11) to be tit!dn a few 

2.3 Cantimous releases 22x2 annual werae concentrations 

Thus far the equations for the Gaussian model of atmospheric dispersion 

relate to the situation where the Wm.tion of the release is such that the 
resulting distribution of activity may be considered to be in the form of a plums. 

The equations apply tile the meteorological and topographical conditims remain 

steady and methods will be explained in the fdloM.ng sections which enable values 
of the relevant parameters to be assessed. However, there ia a need to calculate 
the average concentration distribution amund a source for releases over extended 

periods, typically months to years. In such situations a different approach may 
be adopted. The main feature that changes is that the horizontal dispersion cf 

the plume is not now satisfactorily describe& by the Gaussian model -with stardaz-' 

deviation oy. 
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The choice of model here is influenced by the availability of Heteomlagical 

Office data for obsex-ration sites around the United Kingdom, Ai* is expressed 

in terms of the frquency distributions both of wind directions and of a 
netearalogical stability clrasifinatian in those directions. The principle 

adopted is to evaluate the distribution of activity in wctors defined by the 

meteorolo@.caI data available. In this case the horizontal distribution of tie 
activity can be asnrmed to be constant over a sector of angular width a. A typical 
value for the sector width would be '/'/12 (30') for Neteorolcgical Office data. 

The concentration distribution Cij(r, 2) in such a sectr5r, i, is then &5ve?l for 
each particular meteorological condition, j: 

ai i-or distancee such that 0 zj is less than the boun.3a.q layer depth (Aj) in 

tie condition of interest 

cijh z) = e Fj (h, z, Aj’ 
SJ a 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (7) 
b) far greater distances, when aej > Aj 

cij(r, 2) = Q 
r a us5 *j 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (8) 

where r is the distance from the source (13); and usj 5s now the tid speed at the 

effective soii~%e hei&t, or for sources with effective source heieflts of less 
than 10 m, it is the 10 o wind speed, in the meteorological condition j. 

Thewindspeedattheeff~ctive sourceheight is calculatedusing equatian (2) axd 

the values of n are &iiven in Table 1. The use cf the wind speed at any >articular 

qecified height in this foxmu.la represents an appromtion to obtaining 
concentrations in the vertical direotian. As discussed above in Section 2.2 the 
vind speed is a fun&ion of hei@ above the ground, but in the continuous release 

case the variation in u cannot be compensated by the reduction in Dy with source 
height as was the case tith the plume, since my ddoesnotappearinequations (7)and(B). 

Eowever, using the wind speed at source height in this model gives an aoceptable 

prediction for the ground level concentration. 

The average concentration in the ith sector may then be obtained by summixq 

the concentration obtained for each set of meteorological conditions weighted by 

the fractional OEC-rice of those conditions, ie, 

Ci(P' z) = 2 fij cij (r, 2) 
J 

. . . . . . . . . . . ...(9) 
tiere fij is the frequency of the m?teorological condition j tithin the ith 

sector. The source term Q to be used in equation (7) is the release rate, 

asmed constant, wrer the period of interest wflich may typically be one year. 
The time-integrated concentration over the same period will be found by using 

the total release. 
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The tidti of the sector (a) is determined by the number of sectors ti which 

the meteorological data, fij and Uj, aPe available. 

T!E fclmlleticns yJe~~?ted b7eE alp epplicable to long-term e.verag-5 

concentrations where the frequency distribution of meteorological conditioll~ has 

some statistical validity. However there will be oocasions where releases last 

for periods of time which are of ineufficient du?ztio* to allow such treatl2ent. 

Such releases may be evaluated using equations (4) and (6) for each period in 
tich the wind direction and meteorological conditions can be asslrmed constant. 

Further consideration of the effect0 of flilotutians in wind. direction for 

prolonged release durations is given in Section 4.3. 

3. TES CHOICE OF METEOROICGICAL DISPERSION CATEWRY 

Perhaps the most "idely !awwn scheme for classifying the meteorological 
conditions into a grouping structure is that due to Paquill (32) . Pasquill based 

his scheme on a range of experimental observations and wgested valnes for 

dispersion parameters to be used in the Gaussian plume model for sir weather 
categories, which he desigr.ated A to F in z4.e~ of increasirg atmospheric 

stability. The procedure far classifying a given set of meteomiogical conditions 

suggested by Paquill k-es stiitative end since that time there have been rnar$ 

attempts to pmduce amon quantitative approach. The problem is twofold; firstly 

an attempt met be made to categorise any given combination of heat fluxes, tind 
speeds. loudcover, etc; then secondly, representative values of the dispersion 

parameters (ey and Cz) have to be ascribed to each weather categxy. Schemes of 

ttiis type based on the Gaussian plume model~are tidely used: for exm@e, vogt 
rnd ceis.(‘3) have developed a typing scheme based upon measured iapse rates 
(vertical temperature profiles). A review of a range of these scheaes has 
recently been produced by Gifford (a)* 

In this repart the diffusion typing scheme due to Smith (75916) 16 used, which 
ha.5 been developed fAun the original Pas-quill fsmulation ('2). me scheme 

propsed by Smith is now quantitative and attempts ta t&e into account a number 

of factors, inoluding the sensible heat flux in the lower layers of the atmosphere 

(ie, the momt of heat per unit horis0nte.l axea peeing between the air and the 
underlybg surfaoe as a result Of air-surface temperature differenoes, often caused 

by net solar heating of the surface during the day 01 radiative oooling at night), 

tid speed o"er a tide range and the effect of ground rou&,ess (grass, woodlands, 

water, etc), and clearly distinguishes night-time cmditiom. Another important 
feature of the Smith scheme is its ready applicability and useful presentation, in 

nomogram farm, of the essential variables. 

A major c&n@ from the Pasquill sehene is the choice by'%itb (75) ta give a 
continuous index of atiospheric stability P, rather than the series of six 
discrete stability categories, and a description is given in appendix A of the 
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derivation of this stability parameter P. In practical situations the value of 
the stability parameter can be deduced from the vertical sensible heat flux, and 

the 10 m wind speed using the nomag-mm sham in Figure 2. The left hznd side of 

Figure 2 refers to dayli&t hmas when there is incoming solar radiation and it is 

seen xix% the atmosphere caanoz be mope stabie z&n nemral amospheric conditions, 

with P lying between 3 and 4 and corcesponhing to Pasqtill's category D. In fact, 

in Figwe 2, Pasquill stability categories have been assigned to the broad panges 
of P to which they apply. 

Fi- 2 further shovs that stable conditions OCCIZ only at ni&t and tien 

there is low wind speed although. strictly, just after dawn and sunset there will 

be sme error in tEa scheme before the correct heat balance in the atmosphere is 
established, but this is not considered ta lead to si@nificaat errors here. It 
is also notioed that increasing wind speed tends ta give ~OLP neutral conditions 

even with biefl solar radiation input. In nearly all case8 information on the 

vertical sensible heat flu can be deduced from the amount of cloud cover, the 
time of day and time of year which indicate the incoming solar radiation. In the 

nomogram shorn in Figure 3 data are given to estimate the incoming solar 
radiation, S, typical of the %K uld the approximation may be made that the sensible 

heat flu, H, is given by the following equation: 

H = O.l, (S-100) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10) 
-2 tiereHandSarein Wm . 

Values of stability index of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.6, 4.5 uld 5.5 can be taken as 
equivalent to the Pasquill categories A to F respectiveljr. Smith extended the 

range of the meteomlogioal conditions considered, and a value of the stability 

parameter of 6.5 can be taken to correspond to very stable conditions, smetimes 

referred ta as Category G. The values of dispersion parameters which oarreepond 

to these categories will now be oonsidered. 

Ia. CHOICX OF DISPERSION PBWLMGPERS 

4.1 Boundan, laver denth and wind meed 

In most practical cases the depth of the boun 

available. 3 2:; :; ;r; ;;ze & However, Smith has produced a nomogram 
and should be used tienever sufficient data are available. In those calculations 

for vbich no meteorologioal data are available, the typical values of wind speed 

and boundary layer depth have been compiled for use in Table 2. The wind speeds 

used are 10 m values and wind speeds at the sowme hei& of iaterest for use in 

caloulations of long-tern average cmcentr?.tion should be obtained from equation(Z) 
and Table 1. 



The data shown in Figure L are applicable only ir. daytime. At ni&t w&n 

stable weather conditions arise, i-2, where inversion conditions occur, it is also 

neoessarJ to take account Of md.tip1e reflections within the inversion layer. 

Although the invereion layer may start at the air/ground interface, in Table 2 
values of typical inversion heights are siren for catepdes E, F and G so that 

equations CL), (5) and (7) my be used for short and continuous reieases 

respectively. 

4.2 The vertical cloud standard deviation (0%) 

The vertical cloud standard deviation (0,) at a given distance from the 

soune is a function of the atmospheric stability, downwind distance and ground 

rcu~&!e s 5. The -ualue of FE oan be fcund using the following procedure: 

(a) Figure 5 tabulates sz as a function of distanoe in neutral 

stability conditions assuming e ground rou&ness length (2,) 

Of 10 cm; 

(b) the value of Dz applicable to any other stability conditions 

but for the same 10 cm gcaund mueflness length is obtained 

using the ratio of 0% in that stability to az in neutral 
conditions given in Fi- 6: 

(c) the value of 0% nay be modified for other ground roughness 

lengths using the ratio given in Figure 7 which is 

applicable for all atmospheric stability conditions. 

In Figme a, for convenience, -<ales for o* have been obtained assuming a 

value of P for each of the six Paswill categories B to F (P values of 0.5, 1.5, 

2.5, 3.6, 4.5 and 5.5). In addition, results for a P value of 6.5 are shown 

which are appropriate to extremely stable conditions (categoq G). The values 
aven in Figure a are for a n32.#mess length of 30 cm, which has been Gnoted as 

a typical rou@mess length for nnal country with small villages (15) , and this 

value would be appropriate to large areas of southern England. Specific values 

of z. for different types of terrain ace @.ven in Table 1, wllich have Bern taken 
from Smith(9”5”6). 

An analytical formula for oz in each Paquill categorytogether vith a 

correction for rou&ness lengths, other than for the 10 cm reference value of 
z. used by Smith, has been derived by Eosker (18) me folmula and its par2meter 

values are given in Table 3. A comparison between the values for Oz at the 

rcu&mess le&h of 10 om aa predicted by Ho&errs formulation and the origin& 

graphical soheme of smith is sho%a in Figure 9. The results indicate that the 

Eosker representation provides a good fit to the Smith values and therefore may 

be used if desired to avoid any difficulties which may arise in inteqolation 

from the graphical results. The disadvantage of usirg the Husker scheme is 

that only certain specific mugflness lengths may be used. 

-9- 



4.3 The horizontal c-laud stmdard deviation (U,l 

The dispersion of the plume in the horizontal plane is the result of turbulence 

processes together with fluctuations in wind direction. These two components can 

be tho*t of as acting independently and in Appendix B a discussion is given of 
the horizontal dispersion processes wkich led to the fanm~J.ation used here for 0 . 

Y 
The values of Oy given originally by Paspill were essentially for very short 

(three timtes typically) releases, 01 short observation times from oonti~~~ous 

releases. In the present tm* it is pmpo~ed that this very short three-minute 

release ccmponent is retained and a.p*lied to releases of much less than 30 minutes 

dW&AOIl. The resulting predicted time integrated mncentm.tim represents an 

upper limit. For longer durations of release some accmt must be taken of the 

fluctuations ti wind direction. This variation implies that as the time of release 

increases, although each short-term r&ease behaves according to the turbulence of 

the atmosphere there is a sped of results over a range of directions. The final 

value of oy is that due ta Moore (IV) and is represented as 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (11) 

where 0 
oY" 

is the turbite*i; diffusion or t&e minute tern, 

YW 
is the component due to fluctuationa in b+nd dizm?bm. 

Bar this report, the values of aYt given by CiffordC2"), shown in Figure 10and 

base3 on the original wa* of Pasqtill, have been used and a fuller discussion is 

given in Appendix B. The effects of wind direction fluctuations cm be included 

by using one of tile following fomls - 
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5. ACC7,RC-f OPTSET'FXOICTIONS OFTBE SUGGESTKDMOEL 

For shod duration releases the predicted concentration in the @me is likely 

to be within a faotor of three of the actual concentration if measured values am 
used for all parameter* snd the correct stability category has been assiwml. 

Further disoussion on the probable accuracy of the predicted concentration is given 

in dppendix 12. It must be emphasised that the supsested accuracy is not for a 

minute by mimte prediction of concentration, butforitstimeinte~lover periods 

of at least half-ac-haul. In general, predictions of the meal average concent- 

ration are likely to be mare accurate and the work of RedaLe (6) has shown agree- 

The values of the parameters in the models ba"e maxinrm reliability for tie- 

persionoverdistmces ofuptoa few tens of kilometres. In this report a ma.ximm 
distance of 100 kn has been used and It must be emphasised that when considering 

dispersion over distances approaching 100 km, predictions am likely to be 

increasingly less accurate than indicated by the factors tisoussed here. 

6. m-2 ccmrr1c16 mm DPLI~ABI~ 0F m pBomsED scHEME 

The pmcedure proposed in this report for estimating dispersion is only 

applicable when the release point is dficiently distant from surroun6iz@ baildings 
fortheairflovatthe release height to be relatively undisturbed. 'i"be effects of 

building entraiwent till be considered sepuately in a later report, but the model 



In fact, because of the diffusivity profile in the atmosphere, the vertical 

dispersion will be a funotian of the h&&t of zeBlease, but far the purpose of 

this report the differences in predicted atmospheric concentrations may be igmred. 

The methods then presented me adequate for effective hei&ts of release up to 
200 m, for 8ources within the mixing layer. 

ground-level, time-integrated COnCentldtionS for unit release (or stanhing 
concm.tPation per nit-release rate) from a range of stack heights. The results 
have been calculated f-or four sets of circumstances XhiCh shmld cLsrer a tide 

range of condition8 of interest. In perfaming the calculations reppentative 

wind speeda have been used for eaoh atmospheric stability category. In any mo?x 

realistic calculations the actual distribution of wind speeds applicable to the 
Site of interest should be used. The first set of results gives downwind 
concentrations far short-term releases in conditions representiqq each of the 

seven weather categories, A to '2. The saomd set of results indicates hLlW the 

downwind concentrations in each oategoq chap as the duration of the relase 

increas?s. The third and fourth sets of results are presented to facilitate 

calculations of annual avery concentrations for continuous mleaae situations. 

7.1 short: r&ease results 

In Section ii.3 i? was pointed out that the original Paquill or Sifford 

expressions for cy (Figure 10) referred to releases lasting only a few minutes, 

typically three-minute release 072 sampling times. The duration of re‘elease, tich 
perhaps is more useful as a miniman for use in the nuclear industry, is probably 

ma* likely to be 30 minutes. The first set of remIts have therefore been 

generated for 30-minute releases using the equations described above. Equations 

(71) and (12) have been used to generate Oy as a function of distance in the 

ybpious veather categories and the results ape shown in Fi- 12. It is noted 
that the variation of Oy with veather category is no longer monotonically 

decreasing with increasing atmospheric stability, beoause of the influence of 

the wind speed in equation (12). 
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The resulting ground level concentrations are shown in Figures 13-79 for 

releases in weather categories A (P =0.5), B (P = 1.5), 0 (P = 2.5). D (P = 3.6), 

E (P = 4.5). F (P- 5.5) and G (P = 6.5). where P is Smith's stability parameter. 
Effective hei,gYts of rslease of up tc 200 m have been considered except in 

categories 2 and G 6.a.i thi. dep-21 oi ~tha nixing layer has beeli t&en frm the 

values in Table 2. The depth of the mixing layer is 100 m in categories F and G 

80 that the maximvl stack height used is also 100 m. A grcud rcugflness length 
of 30 cm has been used BS being typical of southern Fa&and (15). wina speed values 
for each category wepe also taken fmm Table 2. The change in slcpe of the 

dispersion curve with distance, which is mc6t ncticeable in the unstable categories 

(A and B), is due tc the plume dispersing to fill the mixing layer. Seyond the 
point at which this happens there is less dispersion with distance than at shorter 

dist2nces. 

1.2 %ffeotz cf rrclcrsin.q the release duration 

Ic Figures 20-26 results ape given for the modifying factors for an-axis 

ocncentraticns, which should be used to correct the short release (30 min) results 

of Section 7.1 when,fcr the same release, the duration is extended in tine. The 

modifying fartars effectively represent the ratio of the oy values for a 30 mill 
release and each longer release period respectively. Results are pre.sented fcr 

releases lasting 1, 2, 4, 6, 9 end 12 h in all weather categories. As will be 

recalled frcm Figare 2, only near neutral conditions can persist for lcqer periods 

and therefore results are presented adtiticnally for 24 h in category D ccnditicns. 

The calculaticns are presented for al1 downwind distances frw 100 m to 100 Ia ard 

may be used simply as mUtipl;ring factors wtth the relevant ccncentraticns for the 

30 min releases given in Figures 13-19. 

For example, suppose there is a release cf cne tit of activity in category 

F conditions from a 30 m stack. Figure 18 showe that at the point cf maxLmvm 

concentration, 1300 m downwind, for a 30 tin duration of release,the time 

integrated concentration is 1.9 x 10 -5 . For the same unit release c~er 4 h, 

Fiwe 25 shcws that the modifying factor is 0.38 far category F conditions and a 

dchnwind distance of 1300 m, leading to a time integrated ccncentration of 0.72XlO 

Figures 13 to 26 enable calculations ta be perfcrrmed for a wide range cf 

conditions of interest for situations tiere the meteorological ccnditions remain 

constant. 

7,3 Results for ~rolowed or annual ave- concentxaticns 

The procedure for calculating diapersion following prolonged releases or for 
obtaining annual ave- concentrations has been outlined in Section 2.4. The 

method prcpcsed is basically to obtain the frequency Ustributicns of wind 

directions and the frequency distribution of weather categories in each cf these 
directions, &ich my then be used with dispersion curves for each sectcr. To 

facilitate these calculations, re mdts BP* presented for unit releases unifcrmly 

dispersed hcri7.cntally thrcu& a 3oc sector. This sector size has been ohcsen 

-5. 
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since much site specific meteorological data is obtained in 30' eectors. The 

vertical dispersion follows the weather categ'my chosen and since the results are 

to be applied for long-term average concer.tratione, as suggested in Section 2.4, 
the wind speed used will vary as a function Of the effective height of the release. 

The 7xdtts 8.73 S~OWI in Fiqures 21-33 for cateeries * to G and it tin be 

noticed that the concentrations do not conveqe at long distances for different 
stack hei@h in the same weather cate@,vIy, because af the different wind speeds 

used. 

The average concentrations in a sector can now be obtained by takilg tile total 

release over the period in question and multiplying by tbe probabilities of weather 

category end Wind diireotion for that sector together with the dilution factors in 

Fiyres 27-33. The resulting concentre.tions .we then ewmed over the various 

lieether categories to give the average time iltegzxted concentration at the point 

of interest. 

The find set of results presented are again for continuous release conditions. 

h Fkg~~es 34-40 caxentration3 are produced as a function of distance for 

continuous releases assxming a uniform windrose, ie, dispersion around 271, end the 
distribution of weather categories are teken from the contours of Smith's Pasqtill 

Stability Map (Figure 11). Tbs Figure 3ii carrespond.s ta 50% cate.gxy 3 conditions 

(other categories having the frequencies indicated in Fi- 11) arid Figs LO 

corresponds to Bc% category D. 

These results may be wed for releases at site3 for which meteomlogical data 

is not available, the most appropdete set of disperaian curvee being ohosen from 

the location of the site of interest on Figure 11. If there is kno"ledge of the 

windrose, then the dilution factors from the appropriate figure may be wigWed by 

the frequency distribution of wind directions. The approximation then is that the 
frequency of weather categories is indepsmdent of wind direction. l%is may be a 

reasonable assmption for may sites. 

If, however, data are available for the frequency distributions of weather 

categories by direction for the eite of interest, end those distributions of 

weather categories maybe approxiaated by the standard combinations nsed in 
Figures 3&&O, then the long-tern average concentration may be oelculated fairly 

eeaily. For each sector around the site, one of the Fi,g.mss 3l+-40 will be most 

applicable. Knowing the fractional release into that sector for the period 

of interest, that s~ce team can be used with the dilution factor from ths most 

applicable combination of weather categories for Figvxes 3440 which must be 
multiplied by tbs number of sectors. This factor must be ueed because Figures 
34J.40 assume a !m.ifom distribution of the eource tern around 2x, whereas if 

cekulations are performed on a sector basis, the release into the sector is used 

ta obtain the dilution factor. 
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Air concentration far a continuous release at radius P (Bq m-' ') 

Air concentration OP its time ~tegralforashortrelease (Bqm -3 or 

Bq 5 m-3) 

Frequency distribution of wind direction and weather categmy in the 

ith sector and jth category. 

11 tern defined in equation (5) giving the vertical distribution of 

aotitity in the plume 

Effective release hei@ (m) 

Vertical heat flux (Wm-') 

Subscript denoting *e&or 

Subscript aenoting cat*gvIy 

Distance from the release point for a oontimons release (m) 

Incoming solax radiation (W m2) 

Release duration (h) 

Wind speed at the effective stack heieflt (m e-') 

Wind *pee* at hei@ 2 (m s-') 

Wind speed at a heig!lt of 10 m (m s-l) 

I 

along the mean wind direction 

Rectilinear co-aMina.tes horizontally at right angles to the 

m*an wind direction vertically 

An&ar width of a se&or (radians) 

Stanhrd deviation of the cross-wind Gaussian plme profile (m) 

Standard deviation of the cross-tind Gaussian plume profile due to 

Ddmlent diffusion (m) 
Standad deviation cf the cross-vind Gaussian plume profile due to 

fluctuations in wind direction (m) 

Standard deviation of the vertical Gaussian plume profile (m) 

Stan&as4 deviation of the horizontal wind direction fluctuation (radians) 
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Terrain =0 
(4 n* 

Sea IO -4 0.07 

sandy desert 10-3 0.1 

Short grass o.w5 0.13 

opn grassland 0.02 0.15 

Root crops 0.1 0.2 

Agrieultuml \ 0.2 0.24 

-as i 0.3 0.255 
ParlrlUld 
Open suburbia 0.5 0.3 

Cities, woodlands 1.0 0.39 

Under near-neutr;rl stability conditions the power-law farm of the wind speed 

profile can be compared with the more aomz'ate log-law form of the profile. The 

exponent n may then be related to z. by equating the wind speeds in the two forms 

at 5 m and 50 m above ground (or, more strictly, above the so-callad displacement 

h&&t). 
the log-law is u = u* In 4 

?; =o 

giving values for n in the table. 

I? unstable conditions the log-law profile my be modified to: 

n(z) = - 
T ( l7ly-l + 2 tan'y + In IL1 

Y+' q - 4) 

tiers y = (1 + 16 &, L ie the Monin-Obu!&ov length (see Appendix A) 

provided z. << 1 m", z < IL1 

Vile in stable conditions the form is 

pmviaea z < L. 
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c 

5.38 x 10-b 
6.52 x 10 -4 
9.05 x 10 -4 

1.35 x 10-j 
1.96 x10-3 

1.36 x 10-3 

Coefficients for the roughness correction factor 

a I 
0.615 

0.750 
0.718 

0.688 

0.59b 

0.672 

8 h 3 

0.01 1.56 o.obao 6.25 I 1O-4 0.!45 

o.olr 2.02 0.0269 7.76 x 10 -4 0.37 
0.3 2.72 0 0 0 

0.b 5.16 -0.098 18.6 -0.225 

1.0 7.37 -0.0957 4.29 I lo3 -0.60 

4.0 11.7 -0.122 .4.59 = IO4 -0.73 

'In f xg [l + hl xJI-'I 
F(y) = ( 

In f 8 [l + h xq- ( 
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Figure 1. Virtual source model to represent 
the reflections from the ground and 
the top of the mixing layer 
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Figure 3. Incoming solar ra-diation 
(W mw21 at Cambridge 
(O-1 eighths cloud) 

{The incoming solar radiation (W mm21 reaching 
the ground on a cloudless day is expressed in 
the main figure in terms of time of day and 
month. For cloudy conditions multiply this 
amount by the factor appropriate to the cloud 
amount in eighths) 
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Figure 4. A nomogram for estimating the 
depth of the boundary layer in 
day time in the absence of 
marked advective effects or 
basic changes in weather conditions. 
The marked example shows how the 
diagram is to be used 
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Figure 5. The vertical dispersion parameter 
az as a function of distance in 
neutral atmospheric stability and 
for a ground roughness length of 
0.1 m 
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Figure 6. Ratio of vertical dispersion standard 
deviation,oZ, for any value of stabiliky 
parameter, to that in neutral 
conditions as a function of 
downwind distance 
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gure 7. Ratio of vertical dispersion 
standard deviation, uz, at any 
ground roughness length to that 
at 0.1 m. The ratio is virtually 
independent of the atmospheric 
stability parameter 
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0 i st ante , m 

Figure 8. Vertical standard deviation, gz, 
as a function of distance ~for 
each Pasquill stability category 
and a ground roughness length 
of 0.3 m 
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Figure 9. A comparison of the Hosker fit 
and Smith’s data for the vertical 
standard deviation in each 
weather category and a ground 
roughness length of 0.1 m 

(The Hosker fit is not available for Category G; 
in Categories 8.C and 0, Smith and Hosker are 
indistinguishable) 
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Figu re 10. The horizontal’ standard 
deviation due to turbulence, 

uYt ’ as a function of distance 
in each PasquiIl category 
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Figure 11. Frequency of occurrence of the 
Pasquill stability categories 
over Great Britain 
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Figure 12. Horizontal standard deviation, 
ay, for a release of 30 min 
duration in each Pasquill 
stability category 
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Figure 13. On-axis ground level time 

integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release height 
for a short (30 min) release of unit 
activity in Category A conditions 
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Distance, m 

Figure 14. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release height 
for a short (30 min) release of unit 
activity in Category B conditions 
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Distance, m 
Figure 15. On-axis ground level time 

integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release height 
for a short (30 min) release of unit 
activity in Cctegory C conditions 
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Figure 16. On-axis ground level time 

integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release heig 
for a short (30 min) release of un 
activity in Category D condition 
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Figure 17. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release heig 
for a short (30 min.) release of un 
activity in Category E condition 
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Figure 18. On-axis ground level time 

integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release heig 
for a short (30 min) release of un 
activity in Category F condition 
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Figure 19. On-axis ground level time Figure 19. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations as a integrated concentrations as a 
function of effective release heig function of effective release heig 
for a short (30 min) release of un for a short (30 min) release of un 
activity in Category G condition activity in Category G condition 
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Figure 27. On-axis ground level time 

integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion in 
a sector of angular width r/6 
(30’) in Category A conditions 
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gure 27. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion in 
a sector of angular width r/6 
(30’) in Category A conditions 
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Figure 28. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion into 
a sector of angular width r/6 
(30’) in Category B conditions 
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Figure 30. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion into 
a SeCtOr of angular width X/6 
(30”) in Category D conditions 
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Figure 31. On-axis ground Ietiel time 
integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion into 
a sector of angular width T/e 
(30”) in Category E conditions 
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Figure 32. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion into 
a sector of angular width r/e 
(30’1 in Category F conditions 
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Figure 33. On-axis ground level time 
integrated concentrations for 
unit releases as a function of 
effective height of release for 
uniform horizontal dispersion iI 
a sector of angular width r/6 
(30”) in Category G conditions 
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Figure 3L. Continuous release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release. A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution of 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 50% ‘D‘contour of the UK 
Pasquill stabi I i ty map (see Figure11 1 
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gure 35. Continuotis release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release. A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution of 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 55 % ‘D‘ contour of the UK 
PasquiII stabi Ii ty map (see Figure11 
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gure 36. Continuous release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release. A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution of 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 60 % ‘D’ contour of the UK 
Pasquill stabi I i ty map (see Figure11 
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gure 37. Continuous release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release. A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution c 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 65 % ‘D‘ contour of the UK 
PasquiII stabi Ii ty map (see Figure 
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Figure 38. Continuous release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release _ A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution of 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 70 % ‘D‘ contour of the UK 
Pasquill stability map (seeFigure 
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Fi igure 39. Continuocis release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release _ A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution c 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 75 % ‘D’contour of the UK 
PasquiII stabi Ii ty map (see Figure 
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gure 40. Continuous release results for 
ground level concentration as a 
function of distance and effective 
stack height for unit release. A 
uniform windrose is assumed 
and the frequency distribution of 
Pasquill categories corresponds 
to the 80 % ‘D‘ contour of the UK 
PasquiII stability map (seeFigure 
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Diffusion in the lower lavers of the atmsphere 

FB smith 

Vertical diffusion of pollutant within the atmosphere is a consequence Of 

turbulent motions or eddies superimposed on the mean airflow. The more intense 

these eddies are, and the larger they are, the more rapid is the dispersion. 

Ground level conoentations are at first enhanced by rapid dispersion if the 

eource is elevated but ape later diminished. Bar ground level mlmxes, the 
surface ooncentratians are always reduced by rapid vertical diapersion. 

There are two nomal eources of turbulent energy. The first is dynamic in 
nature and arises from the breaking action of a mu& underlying surface on the 

ai?YlO". This results in mmend end energ;r being transferred from the meail 
motion into the "tmb:i& eddies. The eddies in turn help to bring dowm mean- 
motion momentm fsom aloft to balance the losses in the surface layers. The 

intensity of tmbulence increases both with wind speed and with rouefiness z. of 

the underlying surface. 'One measure of the intensity is the friction velocity ux, 
defined as: 

where 7 ie the surface drag per unit surface area; 

P is the air density. 
Typically the ratio of u++ to the wind at 10 m lies between 0.05 for a smooth open 

sirface and 0.20 for a very mu.@ surface. Over typical cauntrgside II, a 0.1 yO. 
In neutral st&ility conditions the intensity of the vertical motions, represented 

by the root-mean-squze vertical velocity Cy , is directly related to u* in the 
first few tens of metres above ground. 

0,'1.3U* generally, end 

- 0.73 y. over typical British countryside. 

The second major source (or sink) of turbulent enera is the buoyancy werated 
by intend density 01: teqerature tifferencee. These differences arise fm the 

air and the underlying gmund surface having different temperatures and wat@r vapour 

p?2WSSU?XS. Unlike the situation over the sea, the buoyancy effects arising from 

mter vapour over land can mlrmally be negiected and attention can be concentrated 

on the consequential flux of sensible heat either from the gromd into the air 
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To achieve this generalisation, Smith used measurements of radiaticn made at 

Canbridge to help with (i) above, and an improved understand- of the turbulent 

stmc- of the boundary layer to specify the eddy diffusivity profile K(z) as a 

fmoticn of wind speed, stability and rm&mess, and to thereby derive numerical 
SoiutionB to tier eddy diffusivity equarlan: 

u a0 ;r;; = .$ [ K(z) 2 1 
z 

These solutions were added to the experimental data. to provide an extended and 

improved scheme (see Fi&ures 2,3,5-7) tich are described in more detail by 
Pasquill('6). 

Nevertheless, Figs 2 itself contains little more essential physics than 

Table Al on which it is based. Recently Smith has revised the c-es on the unstable 

side tithout implyins the ori,&m.l Table Al needs significant alteration. The 
cause of the changes to the figure comes from rem&sing that the vertical 

dispersion of a pollutant must depend on the thermodynamic stabiiity of the mixing 
layer, that is on the parameters discussed earlier in this appendix. Thus for a 

even distance downwind from a ground level source, the vertical spread of the 

plume (represented by the mot-mean-square height of the pollutant particles sz) 
must depend 0~1 the basic parameters as follows: 

0 z = =,(=+, H, z,) 

the question arises as to the form of this dependence. It may be anticipated that, 

for a given Zo' the other two parameters should be combined in a my that expresses 
"stability". The only such combination wiLich i s independent of height is in terms 

of 

1 = " 
fL 

3 ? c pTU+ there L is the Honin-Cbukhov length scale = - - 
WI 

f is the copiolis parameter (= 1.12 x 10m4 at latitude 51%) 

k is van A's constant (-0.h). 
thus p is proportional to H/u;? and, for the UK, the constant of proportionality is 

-0.030 and it would be reasonable to postulate that 

0 
z = Oz (il. "J 

The best fit between P and P implied by Figure 2 is given by 

P=X 
l+X(l+J 

where X(u*) = 0.53&l* + 4.9p’; - zu! 

xl+ = LiLL - 3.8 x 10-h E/u;: 
100 

u* is in m s 
-1 -2 

,HistiWm . 
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The wind profile relationstip for unstable conditions quoted in Table : cm be used 

to relate u* to y. and H. 

Very appmrinate1y for z. = 0.1 m 

u* i* 1 
[ 
YO 

+0.88 
12 H+lOO 1 

Figure 11 chows the geogcapNoal distribution of Paquill stebilitiea (as 

defined originally by Pasquill) within the UK. This is a version of an earlier 
map, refined by the addition of rno~ statistics. (La the map Lnplies there is a 
fairly good correlation between the average mea wind speed uld the percentage 

frequency of the neutral category, and this has beep used ta extend the contours 
into areas with no P-statistics. Observations are very sparse in mountainous 
areas and it my be that the Ii categ'oly frequencies are underestimated in these 

exposed windy areas. 
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T 

Pasqui11 
stability 

P 

0.5 * 0.125 

1 8-B 1.25 

1.5 s 3.8 

2 B-C 2.6 

2.5 c 15.0 

3.6 D 62.4 

4.5 E 6.1 

6 F-G 0.4 
i 

% frequency 
Mean heat fl.uxH 
(W m-q 

0.625 250 

1.25 380 

2.0 150 

3.31 125 

4.12 90 

4.12 0 

3.4 ? 

1.2 ? 

1) and Smith ( 

Friction+ 
velocity u* 

( 
-7 

ma 1 

0.11 

0.17 

0.24 

0.33 

0.38 

0.36 

? 

y+ 
b) 

,300 

1000 

920 

SO 

0bO 

a00 

-too 

-loo 
- 

The standard deviation of ai about the mean is expected ta be about 250 m far each 
P-categnry (P@). 
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The modelling guidelines are intended to apply out to a nominal travel 
distance of 100 !aD from the *ource. However, the mea-me&s to which referznoe 
is made only involve travel distances up ta about 10 irm. Hence the extrapolation 

of these techniques to longer distallces should be treated with caution. The ripper 

limit on tit is a valid travel distance for the model should only be regarded as 
an eppmximate criterion of the distance at which other important effects (to be 

diiec-rssed ii-. later reports) Cam-d be ignored. men out to travel distances of 
10 b there may be special effects disturbing the flow. The dispersion is as-ed 
to OOCUT oveJ2 cpen 1se1 country, not strongly influenced by building3 or 

topograpbLd. features, for exampie. If special effects are thought to influence 
the flow, separate addition& calculation or wind tunnel modelling, at the 

discretion of the user, is required. It is also assumed that the effect of 
relative motim cm the dispersion is not important. 

In the following &iscussion the conditions of reL+ase of the airborne 

material are not discussed and irill, in many cases, lead to a modification of 0 . 
Y 

An intelligent applic+tion of the methods is left to the uaez*s discreticn. 1x1 
the first section of this discussion we consider the crosswind spread of pollution 

from a co?ltinuous source. me app1icat;on Of similar equations to a sou.rce with a 
finite release tine can often be made, but the terms must be inte-zpreted differently 

(see equation (~6)). However, these argments definitely do not apply to the 
concentration distribution of an instantaneously released cloud or puff of 

pollutant. the spread of which depends on relative diffusion. 

"Y, 
the standard deviation of the concentration distribution in the horizontal 

direotioqisdependent on horizontal turbulent fIlxtuations over various time scales 

(ie, on microscale, mesoscale and large scale eddies and an the interaction between 
vertim?. turbulent fluotuations and the shear in the mean horizontal wird velocity). 
In the near-field when a plume has not spread deeply through the atmospheric bounduy 

layer this last ten is not vary important and it will not be oonsidared explicitly 

in the fallauing. However it may be the mason that measurements of ; against 
distance indicate a distance dependence vhtch is not B power law of distance with 

a simple exponent. 
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The way in which Dy depends on eddy sizes and an averaging time and travel 

time can be seen from Taylor's theory Of diffusion in SCationzy, homogeneous 

conditions. oy is then given by 

oy2 = *““2 + 

// 

*I R(t*)dtp, 
0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (El) 

*me Oy is standard deviation of horizontal wind fluctuations and R(t) is the 

Langrangian autooomL¶tion Of the horizontal win.3 -docity fluctuations. R(t) - 1 

for small t (t/t,< 1) and zero far large t (t/t1 >> 1) "here the Langrangian 
time scale, tL,is defined by c R(t)dt. 

Though equation (El) does not a&y to atmospheric turbulence which is 
neither iwmogeneoua nor statimazy it illustrates a mber of potits which are 

true even in the simplest situations. Equation (31) only applies to the "ensemble" 
avenge of a large nmnber of realisations of the flow. Thus al.1 estimates of 

concentration based on theory axe of "ensemble average" concentrations for stated 

dispersion conditions and am not estimates of the concentration for specific 

occasions. secondly, the was range of scales of horizontal turbulence ShO"S that 
the limit t/tL >> 1 in the autocorrelation function is never reached and tie 

assumption of an effective horizont.al eddy diffusivity is not appropriate. 

The usual assumption made is that a major contribution to the crosswind 

spread is from eddies titb a Iangrmgian time scale long compmd with travel time, 

so that 

oy2 = ~,vb2 + = 2 
yt 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..@2) 

dispersion apound tall stacks out to 15 hl (22) was repreSented by the sin+ 

expression ay 3 .08x. There was a tendency for a larger spread in light winds and 
a smaller spread in strong winda. Measurements made about 100 m above ground on 
an adjacent meteoralagical tower, suggested that F8 (= "Ju) varied from 0.16 for 
li& winds (I2 = 1 m s-')tccr.o5 in strang winds (23) cu > 16 m *-l). he 0 

Y 
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could be approtited by 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (B3) 

The first term of equation (BZ) can be written b2 (oJu)* (~t)~ = b*oe2x2, here 
the wind speed is measlrred at some suitable &i&t. The crosswind spread is there- 
fore a. function of both travel time and wind speed 3~ travel distance and wind 
speed. It only depends on travel distance alone if b*(oJn)' is independent of 
velocity cad either the same restriction applies to the microscale tern or the 

nicmscale term is mall. Equation (B3) suggests that b(JJu) is only wealrly 

dependent on wind speed. 

ey and u are clearly dependent on height above ground at which they axe 

XeaEued. Bowever, sinoe they occur in the combination ~0 y in the expression far 
the cmcentzation and uay is approximately equal to 0,", utich is raughl~ 

indlpmdent of heigt, this is not a problem. As lOrIg as ny and u are referred 
to the same hei@ above ground it is not too important to fix their hei@ 

dep*llde*C*. 

For a low level souve (<'/Omabove gomd) a standard helgflt of IO m is 

convenient being the namal hei@.xt at which wind speeds ape meamred near the 

ground in meteorological applications. Far high level emission (>70 m above 

ground) it is mre convenient to refer u and oy to the mean effective hei&t of 

the plume m emission. Some error is included in most practical applications as 
usually oy is referred to neax ground level, but this is regar&ed as acceptable 

(see Section 2.2 of m2in report). This may also be the reaeon why the analysis of 
experimental d&a ieeds to a power law dependence on distance in G 

Y (a xo.*-o.9) 
which is close to, but less than one. 

The aqvaent above does not apply to the calculation of the long-term 
average concentration, the fonmla for which does not include C y explicitly. For 
this situation it was a&reed that either the wind speed at thp effective stzck 
hei&.t or the average wind speed over the depth of the plume should be used. 

xoore(‘9) extended equation (B3) to longer Sampling times of between t to 

*I, hours by generalising the expression for 0 to 
Y 

oy = 0.08 (@ I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Bb) 

where T is the sampling time in hours. This reducee to expression (B3) for a 
sampling tt?e of one hour. For a saap1ing time Of one day when tile mean Kind 
speed is 7 m 9 -1, qx = 22+O. Thus wind direction fluctuations averaged over P 
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day are confined to a sector Of agdar width 

defining the sector in terms of an equivalent plume with rectangular cross-section. 

This is in broad agreement with mea-d variations of wind direction over one 

day. Equation @lb) is based on measurements of wind direction fluctuations on tall 

towers and egrees with the large number of mutine daily measurements of mitphur 
dioxide at ground level around power stations. It is not valid for days *en a sea 

bnese revex-ses the wind direction or a feeti mch as a depression centre or 

front 01108885 the area. 

For sampling times of less than mxe hovr and espeoiaily for shoti-term Split, 

such as over three min, there is an important contribution ta the cmsstid dispersions 

fnm micrascale turbulence. In order to include this, 0 'ven by Gifford's 
yt)jjl: has been added standard 0UPYes tiCh refer to a three mill %aqm.ngtime 

explicitly in eqmtian (32). Gifford's suggestion for inoluding the effect of 
Shmpling time(*5) has not been adopted. This is because of the essentially different 
naturz of the turbulent contributions in different sampling time ranges. Since the 

niomscale contrib7+an has been implicitly included in the original. fmm2.lation, 

equation (B3), Moare(‘9) suggests a.72 alternative value far the empirical oonstant, 

leading ta 2 final form for = 
Y' 

of 

sy2 = (0.065x)'(i) T + 3% 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (ES) 

The new value of the empirical constant (0.065) in this ehprassian was chosen 
beomse the microscale turbulence accounted for about one third of the variance at 

a distan.ce of 5 ia in a 7 m 8 -’ wina and 0.065 = Fg7 x 0.08. In equation (B5) 
the nicroscale turbulence tern ha bee2 written as JP 2 ante it is eqected to be 

comparable with the variance in the vertical concentrsticn histributian. 

Alternatively, the expression from Gifford (a) for the standard deviation of the 
horiaontwl concentration distribution referred to a sapling time of three min; 

ay (Giffoti, tbme rain), could be used if this is greater. Be.~ker(~) confirms 
that this expression for oy to&her with the method for estimating vertical 
dispersion recommended by this Wor!&q Group gives a leaeanable fit to a data set 

of measu~mente of dispersion fron sources with effective heights up to 200 m. For 

this reamn Giffcmidls ay vdues are used in equation (BS) and the modified 

equation (235) is thou&t to be a reasonable compromise between producing a simple 

usable erpretsion and the ccrmplicated physical processes which detelmine the 

crossnind spread out to distances of 100 Irm. 
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For many applications it is necessaq ta !-now the crosswind spread of a cluster 

of particles, ie, a cloud or puff of airborne material. Tm concentration 
distribution in a horizontal plane (assxm.ing the vertical concentration distribution 

is a steady functIo* of travel time) is then,to a reasonable approximation, 

Q(t,) exp (x - T)” 

2% fl y1 sxI V&' 

I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Id) 

*ere flYI (t-t,) and orI (t-t,) are the sprsads of the @f, or cloud at time t, 

Q(t,) is the quantity of material emitted at time to, and F(t,to) 2nd y(t,t,) are 

the centmids of the cloud. In general the puff standard deviation, 0 , will 

differ from the corresponding plume standard deviation, oy. y1 (24) for (See Giffa?ed 

a si&e account of relative diffusion.) In nuclear applications one usually 

requires the time-integrated dose and 80 integrates equation (B6) r&th respect to 
t, for the time it t&es for the cloud to pass over the receptor point (qy). 

Since it is a reasonable approximation to mite j;= ii(t-to) equation (36) reduces 

on Lnntegeati~m, ta 

, Q(t,) 
,J-G " 

(Y -?I2 
-s - ‘2 

WY11 

. . . . . . . . . . . ..(B7) 

which has the same folm as the expression for the concentration from a continuaus 

source except that DOW Q(to) is the total mission and not the rate of enissio~1, 

and =yI is the crosstind spread of the cloud and riot that of the plume. It has 

been assumed that the time for the passage of the cloud over the receptor is 

sufficiently short for CyI(t-to)* ayI (dd ana 3t,t,J = Rt, + x/u, t,J. 

Equation (BT) applies to an effectively instantaneous period of release at 

time to. If the period of the release is finite am must integrate quatim (37) 

with respect to to over the period of the release 5". If the period of release 

T' is much longer than the travel time d7I, the resulting dose is the mm of a 
large mmber of individual puffs. One then may reasonably expeot the distribution 

of puff ceILtreeS y(t, + x/u, to) to be Gaussian with a standard deviation O,,(x/u). 

The dose becomes 

&r’ Y2 

J?z ii Py$ 
( 

=P - 
+ (0 pJ2 

) Lc 
2 Pyl?+ Pet 

9 1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(BB) 
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I :m T"nis is just another way of writing Giffoti s fhctdhg p~me nodeb mh 
uyyI2 ard 0 ;vT,2 depend on *do-particle statistics which a--e difficult to evapate. 

FOl sample, as only eddies of size less than ad eqld to tte ololA3 !&at2 
contribute to the relative diffusion, the initial. source coafiguzation tifeots the 

spread of a puff in a complicated way. However, if the dose can be considered to 
be the mn of oontributions from a large number of iadivi&.dt puffs, the cross~~ini 

2 spread e + 0 2. 
YI fl' 

UI equation (BE) can be identified vLth the crosswind spread 
from a continuou source, as given by equation (B5), provided T the sampling time 

in equation (B5) is now t&en to be the duration of release T'. If the release 

dation is so short that the emission must be treated as a puff other metho& may 

be more applicable (see Pasqtill (16) and Smith and E$q. 

The recomended method far speoifying "y is related to other methods. The 

first ten3 on the right hand side of equation (B5) can be related to Hay and 

Pasquill's expression far ay(28), namely 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(B9) 
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Accuracy of the preCict,ion of ensemble aems 

and the snre.d about the mean 

Any calculation based on a model implies the asswnption of an idealised 

boundary layer structure. The stmoture is based on some broad classification of 

meteorological conditions. There will always be consi&erable variations in 
concentrations for periods described by the sane dispersion oategory. These 

varidtion~ can be due to variations in source strength, or fluctuations within 

dispersion categories, but are more likdy to be because of departures from 
idealised boundary layer behaviour. Far example, the plume from elevated sources 

my escape from the turbulent layer for various factions of the sampling period, 
or there mey be a change in surface row#ness, or variations in the surface heat 

flux. 

In order t3 estimate the variations to be expected within a given wind speed/ 

stability category results from Moore (29) ray be used on the variability of the 

adm.m ground level concentration from elevated ~ouroes. Typically the ratio of 

the standard deviation of conceotations about the mean, for a given dispersion 
categoq, to the ensenble mean lzy in the ange 0.5 to 0.7 with the larger soattec, 

in conditions dmina ted by convection, yid tith the smaller scatter, in oonditions 

dominated by mechanical turbulence. The ratio of the standard deviation of 

fluctuations in source strength to the mean source was about 0.3. Roughly 
speaking, in con-rectiy-e contitions the cmcentraticn may vary betaen 0 aa6 3 

times the ensemble averqe for that wind speed/stability category with the 

probability of firding zero concentrations being highest. In conditims dominated 
Sy mechanical turbulence concentrations are tiistritmted 1307.-e equally about the 

ersemble mean concentration with infrequent ooo~ences of zero concentrations and 
concentrations &ice the ensemble mean. (For more itiomation see Table C1 and 

Fiyre Cl .) 

Theee embers give some idea of the spread in observed concentration valaes 

around the mean concentration. 'lb main error in calculations of the ensemble 
ne.aq concentration for a given occasion is likely to oom from an incorrect choice 

of the wind speed/stability conditions. Hence a simple measure of the spread in 

valuea of the ensemble average is obtained by considering the concentration in 

adjacent stability categories. 
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Jan-Feb 
NU-*pl- 

Time of Nay4un 
Yew Jul-l.lq 

Sep-oat 
NW-De0 

01-04 
05~OS 

Time of 09-I 2 

k= 13-16 

IV-20 

21-24 

All times 

AOurS of data 

Estimate of *hIme 
r*.se error 

1 

1.0 (1.0) 

0.9 (0.7) 

0.5 (0.1) 

1.0 (0.1,) 

0.6 (0.1) 

0.6 (0.5) 

0.7 (0.4) 

1.3 (0.9) 

0.9 (0.4) 
0.5 (0.0) 
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